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Abstract—We present a visual analytics tool, MiningVis, to explore the long-term historical evolution and dynamics of the Bitcoin mining ecosystem. Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency that attracts much attention but remains difficult to understand. Particularly important to the success, stability, and security of Bitcoin is a component of the system called “mining.” Miners are responsible for validating transactions and are incentivized to participate by the promise of a monetary reward. Mining pools have emerged as collectives of miners that ensure a more stable and predictable income. MiningVis aims to help analysts understand the evolution and dynamics of the Bitcoin mining ecosystem, including mining market statistics, multi-measure mining pool rankings, and pool hopping behavior. Each of these features can be compared to external data concerning pool characteristics and Bitcoin news. In order to assess the value of MiningVis, we conducted online interviews and insight-based user studies with Bitcoin miners. We describe research questions tackled and insights made by our participants and illustrate practical implications for visual analytics systems for Bitcoin mining.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrencies have gained increased attention from the public in recent years as a possible alternative to standard fiat currencies (e.g., U.S. Dollar, Euro) [11]. Given the still new and emerging phenomenon of cryptocurrencies, researchers, analysts, and policy makers still have only very limited models on which to base decisions and recommen-

Fig. 1. A screenshot of the MiningVis tool. (V1) The time filter view allows analysts to select a time interval of interest. (V2) The mining distribution view shows the evolution of the mining pools as a ribbon chart. (V3) The mining pool details view shows mining power and pool characteristics for each mining pool in a compound chart. (V4) The Bitcoin statistics view shows Bitcoin network statistics as a list of area charts (see Fig. 4). (V5) The Bitcoin news view displays a swarm plot of the news distribution over time. (V6) The cross pooling view represents the total reward of cross pooling miners in mining pools at the time interval on a chord diagram.

dations regarding cryptocurrencies and require exploratory tools to understand behaviors, trends, and patterns related to the phenomenon. To this aim, we introduce MiningVis, an exploratory visual analytics tool that focuses on Bitcoin mining activities and actors. Not only mining is crucial to the stability and future of most cryptocurrencies and all the people who heavily invested in those currencies, but it also has implications on society, economy, and the environment [2, 21, 31]. As such, mining is an important aspect of cryptocurrencies to study.

Bitcoin is the first and the highest valued cryptocurrency. To transfer Bitcoin users of the system generate transactions. These transactions, if valid, are stored in an open public blockchain—a type of database in which a certain number of transactions are grouped in blocks. The blockchain is maintained in a decentralized way by a network of peers. In contrast to fiat currencies, Bitcoin, and generally cryptocurrencies, are not controlled by any financial institution, government, or organization. Without central control, an alternative mechanism is required to make sure that transactions are valid; that people spend Bitcoin they actually own and that they spend it only once [42].

In Bitcoin and most other cryptocurrencies, the process of validating transactions is called “mining”. Bitcoin miners collect incoming transactions and store them into a block of transactions with a given
size. The first miner to solve a computational puzzle (with proof-of-work) wins the right to propose its block as the next block of the blockchain [1]. The winning miner receives a financial reward in the form of new Bitcoin value (called block reward) plus transaction fees. The block is then proposed to the entire network of miners who verify the validity of all its transactions and only then the financial reward is given out. Clear economic incentives are, thus, involved in mining.

Our work followed a data-first design methodology [44], motivated by the presence of an interesting real-world dataset from which we later derived specific stakeholder analysis questions. Our work began from a survey on Bitcoin visualization and analyses [59] during which we remarked a lack of tools and systems that help to analyze Bitcoin mining in detail. Due to the primary economic incentives of Bitcoin mining we partnered with an economist working on Bitcoin as our main stakeholder. To study this kind of activity, the economist needed to analyze multiple factors—both internal and external to the activity—that affect the evolution and dynamics of Bitcoin mining. In-depth analysis of such a complex socio-technical system required exploring historical data to relate all relevant factors in a holistic view. Besides, little is still known about the behavior of miners and whether behaviors have remained and do remain stable and predictable. Therefore, a multi-facet visual analytics tool is necessary to help researchers and miners observe this activity’s evolution over the long term. Such a tool can impact studying not only Bitcoin mining, but also the activity more broadly across related cryptocurrencies.

Motivated by the potential impact and necessity for understanding Bitcoin mining, we iteratively developed MiningVis through a two-year design cycle. We ultimately designed MiningVis as a visual analytics tool for long-term historic analysis that brings together a large number of complementary types of data for in-depth analysis. The tool consists of multiple-linked views that allow analysts to filter to a time interval of interest, analyze network-internal mining activity in detail, and relate this activity to contextual information for economic analysis. Complementing the tool contribution, we discuss the results of two-week online user study with eight Bitcoin miners aimed to understand research questions of interest to them and insights they were able to make with our tool. We collected positive results on overall usability and visualization value but also learned about differences between the types of questions relevant to miners and economic researchers. We also report on our first experience with the micro-entries methodology as a potential to study “in-the-wild” insight capture.

2 BACKGROUND ON BITCOIN MINING AND MINING POOLS

MiningVis is a visual analytics tool for the analysis of Bitcoin mining. It focuses, in particular, on the analysis of mining pools that emerged in response to several specific economic problems of Bitcoin mining.

2.1 What are Mining Pools?

Bitcoin mining requires a large amount of effort and some luck. Miners compete to solve a computational-intensive puzzle while validating transactions. The ability to win is largely dependent on the power of the mining hardware used (called hash rate). However, buying powerful hardware once is not enough. The higher the mining power in the entire network, the more difficult it becomes for miners to mine a new block because the Bitcoin protocol adjusts the mining difficulty. As a consequence, income from mining is unpredictable and based not only on one’s hardware but also the activity of all other miners in the network. In order to have a more predictable income, miners have started to form teams called “mining pools” [12]. The current mining practice is an interaction of three main actors: (1) miners who own mining hardware, (2) mining pools, and (3) the Bitcoin protocol that regulates the mining activity.

Mining pools take on a significant role between its individual mining members and the Bitcoin blockchain. Pools join mining power to maximize the likelihood of successful mining and share the reward among all members. In order to be competitive, mining pools race to attract miners to improve their market share by providing better reward systems. Miners typically join a mining pool to increase their chance of a reward [36, 52]. To maximize their rewards, some miners switch to a more attractive pool (called pool hopping) [3] or participate in multiple mining pools at a time (called cross-pooling) [49]. Their behaviors, in turn, directly affect the mining power, and as a result, the competitiveness of mining pools.

2.2 The Dangers of Mining Pools

In the Bitcoin mining ecosystem three major risks to its security and sustainability exist: a) the risk that one pool becomes dominant, b) the risk that mining stops carrying economic incentives and miners stop participating, and c) the carbon footprint of the Bitcoin mining.

As mining pools represent larger groups of miners, they play a major but also potentially dangerous role in the network. To guarantee the security and trustworthiness of the Bitcoin network in the long term, none of the mining pools (or the combination of a few pools) should dominate the market. When more or less collaborating pools gain the majority of the total mining power, they can perform a 51% majority attack and decide to validate invalid transactions [13]. As large and specific investments are needed to mine successfully, only a few large and persistent mining pools emerge [49]. Hence, the danger of a 51% attack is real and persistent in the Bitcoin network. The potential risk raises questions on which factors lead to mining pool concentration and how miners collectively react when concern about an attack emerges.

The second issue relates to financial incentive and mining reward. On what is called a “halving days”, the Bitcoin protocol halves the block reward. Halving days happen every 210,000 blocks (≈4 years) to control the Bitcoin supply. There will be 33 halving days in total after which transaction fees will remain the only compensation for miners. Transaction fees are expected to increase to compensate for the decrease of block rewards [42]. A theoretical study previously cast doubt on the real compensation effect of these freely fixed transaction fees [25]. In fact, early evidence showed that transaction fees are very low and seem to be driven by social norm rather than economic reason [41].

Analyzing miners’ behavior around halving days and the evolution of transaction fees allows observing the consequence of changed mining rewards on the behavior of mining pools and individual miners.

The third issue concerns the carbon footprint of the Bitcoin mining activity. Tremendous amounts of electricity are needed to run mining hardware [4, 35, 57, 64]. Bitcoin price increases have incentivized miners to compete in a prisoner’s dilemma to upgrade their hardware continuously [66]. This violates the one-CPU-one-vote policy initially envisioned by Nakamoto [42] and causes a negative externality on climate change [19, 39, 40]. Alternative solutions, such as proof-of-stake, have been recently promoted to reduce the excessive energy consumption of cryptocurrencies [43].

Analyzing miners’ revenue function and the environmental impact would help inform policy makers to develop sustainable mining regulation and policy [21, 29, 63, 64].

3 ANALYSIS FACTORS AND MOTIVATION

Understanding mining and mining pool history, as well as the characteristics of major players, is important to different kinds of people. Miners are interested in understanding which pools to join; mining pool owners want to assess the competition; researchers want to study the economic phenomena of Bitcoin mining and model behaviors; or regulators may want to define guidelines for this type of activity. Previous work in this domain theoretically analyzed miners’ motivation behind pool selection and miners’ migration. A comprehensive review analyzed this work based on game theory [38] and most other work similarly took on specific viewpoints considering a limited number of mining pools [3, 41, 49, 66, 67]. In collaboration with our economist co-author, we focused on a broad view of the phenomenon across Bitcoin’s history and all pools. We target the following analysis factors (AF1–AF3):

AF1: Bitcoin regulation and the evolution of mining pools. An excessive concentration of pool market shares is dangerous to Bitcoin’s operations and raises questions about potential mining regulations. The economist wanted to analyze factors that pose a risk to pool concentration and detect critical periods in Bitcoin mining. Periods characterized by significant variations of bitcoin values (e.g., halving days, peak in bitcoin value) impact mining pools and should be analyzed. Further-
more, external data such as news about Bitcoin might give insights to better understand the impact of regulatory changes in some countries.

AF2: Pool managers’ behavior and the competition to attract miners. Mining pools have different payout schemes [50] that define which and how much miners are paid. Payouts are reduced by pool fees [5] a pool may keep to pay for operating costs. We would expect that pools with lower fees pay more current income to miners for a given payout scheme. These pools may therefore attract miners and exhibit increasing mining power. Pool competition might be visible by convergence toward a limited number of (best) payout schemes and a decrease in pool fees. Such information is crucial for economic debates around pool viability as these fees correspond to a significant part of their income. An analysis of the data might provide additional evidence of the importance of payout schemes and pool fees in attracting miners.

AF3: Miners’ decision to join or leave a pool and its impact on mining pool market shares. Miners are economic agents who consider the cost and benefit of mining. In this respect, Bitcoin value, payout schemes, and pool fees are major determinants of miners’ expected income. Miners’ migration data (i.e., pool hopping and cross-pooling) helps to test assumptions and better understand the drivers of miners’ pool choice. Such analyses are critical to understand a pool’s growth or decline and to which extent miners behave as rational economic agents.

From an economic viewpoint, these three analysis directions are associated with the sustainability of Bitcoin mining. In the long term, to make empirical analyses of Bitcoin mining and mining pools more accessible, we developed a web-based visual analytics tool called MiningVis. Our tool targets two types of users: 1) researchers who look for exploratory analysis tools to generate hypotheses and models of mining pools dynamics, and 2) Bitcoin miners and users who would like to see economic data and make decisions related to their personal goals. In contrast to most closely related previous work [69], we offer longitudinal data over the entire Bitcoin history, combine blockchain internal with external data, and contribute a user study of the tool.

4 DATA ACQUISITION

The first step in our development was to obtain the relevant data to analyze. Typically, economic analysis aims to explain a phenomenon and generalize it as a mathematical model. Therefore, the analysis our economist collaborator wanted to conduct required data acquisition from multiple sources with variables for which potential relationships could be established. As a consequence, we obtained five datasets related to our main analysis directions. These datasets are publicly available at [61], except for the data obtained from sources that are already public and which we cannot reshare (D3 and D4).

D1: The mining pool distribution dataset gives information about the evolution of mining pools over time. It was derived from identifying mining pools that received the reward for each individual block in the Bitcoin blockchain. We extended the initial dataset compiled by Romiti et al. [49] (data up to: 2018-12) to extract the mining pool that mined each block. Blocks that could not be attributed to any known mining pool were marked as “unknown”. Our final dataset at the time of writing includes data until 2020-09 and contains the mining power of each mining pool for each month. We computed multiple quantitative measures related to mining power: hash rate, market share (normalized hash rate), and total reward received from mining (in BTC and USD). Additionally, we calculated the estimated electricity consumption of each mining pool based on the CBECI index [4] to allow to judge the externality of mining on the environment.

D2: The mining pool characteristics dataset includes external data about mining pools that we obtained from public sources [6,7] and manually cleaned. The attributes include the primary location of the pool (nominal), payout scheme (nominal), pool fee (quantitative), and whether the pool kept transaction fees or shared it to miners (binary). We also extracted the wiki history to track attribute changes as mining pools adapt their payout policies to compete with other pools.

D3: The Bitcoin network statistics dataset contains multiple quantitative measurements of Bitcoin network’s state over time. We collected daily statistics from Blockchain.info [10] and averaged those measures to a monthly time window. Examples of network statistics for each month include the market price, total hash rate, total block reward, total transaction fees, mining difficulty, the number of transactions, electricity consumption [4], and the global energy price index [27].

D4: The Bitcoin news dataset lists headlines from the Press forum in Bitcointalk.org [8], where users posted links to news articles related to Bitcoin. Each news contains the date when the news was published by its source, the news headline, and the number of replies and views. We chose to use the number of views and replies as an attractiveness indicator of the news from the Bitcointalk’s members. We derived an importance score of each news items as views × (replies + 1).

The news we collected covered various Bitcoin-related topics. To group related articles, we used the Word Network Topic Model method [71] that proved to be simple and effective for short texts. We extracted 15 topics and the top-10 keywords for each topic.

D5: The miners’ migration dataset describes miners’ migration between mining pools over months. We detect miners who participate in more than one pool (cross-pooling) within a month and calculate the number of miners’ addresses and the total reward those miners received from each pool. Besides, we also detect the flow of miners that join a mining pool for the first time (enter), move from a pool to another (pool hopping), and quit the mining pool (exit) between months. The process of obtaining this dataset is complex and covered in one of our previous articles focused on pool hopping [62].

5 DESIGN PROCESS AND TASK ANALYSIS

We started our design process by generating prototypes of basic charts built with Altair and Jupyter notebooks. The economist used the prototyes to examine the empirical evidence, generate hypotheses to validate, and develop new research questions that started subsequent design iterations. Our collaborator was already able to make scientific discoveries about Bitcoin mining processes while we were developing and discussing these prototypes; showing the potential success of these types of close collaborations for Visual Analytics researchers.

From our discussion about prototypes, we published his findings on historic changes in mining pool evolution related to market concentration, reward rules, and pool locations in a workshop paper [60]. This publication also shows examples of the early independent simple charts we built. It became apparent, that some questions could not be solved with simple charts and simple datasets. For example, his questions regarding pool hopping required the development of a dedicated algorithm that we published with his findings and images of additional Jupiter notebook visualization prototypes at a Blockchain-focused conference [62]. The work discussed in these two previous papers built the foundation for this present paper but only focused on specific narrow elements of Bitcoin mining. Here we go significantly beyond this prior work and discuss our final and encompassing web-based Visual Analytics MiningVis tool and the results from our user study.

For the final design of MiningVis, we derived visualization analysis tasks by observing which actions the economist repeatedly performed on our prototypes. In Table 1, we summarize the relationship of our derived analysis factors (AF1–AF3), the data we collected (D1–D5), and the visualization tasks (T1.1–T3.2). The tasks are:

1. Temporal overview of mining pool rankings. Analyzing the Bitcoin mining activity requires gaining an overview of the emergence and evolution of mining pools (T1.1) as well as assessing the competition among them by comparing market share, mining power and rank of pools over time (T1.2).
2. Temporal zoom and filter to explore relevant time periods to investigate in more detail. The economist frequently searched for time periods of importance to Bitcoin mining (T1.3). He looked in particular at periods where one or two mining pools were close to dominating the market share ("concentration index") as well as outliers in Bitcoin statistics (e.g., market price, transaction fees).
3. Comparison of mining pool characteristics. The evolution of mining pools may be associated with some characteristics that affect miners’ pool choice. To explain pool distributions, the economist compared the evolving characteristics of competing pools to identify characteristics that could affect the mining distribution (T2.1, T2.4).
we previously published a systematic review of visualizations of work statistics and individual transaction details. In contrast, dedicated visualization literature with a similar goal as ours. SuPoolVisor [69] is visualization tools for in-depth analyses are still rare.

Table 1’s last column lists the views we developed for each task and data. The final version of MiningVis was implemented with D3.js. We contribute a user study to understand the usability and value of our tool for Bitcoin miners and economic researchers.

## 6.2 Rank visualization

Tasks T1.1 and T1.2 required the visualization of mining pool rankings over time. We considered several previous solutions: The Rank chart stacks ranked objects in multiple columns (e.g., per year) and connects the same items with a line, similar to parallel coordinates with discrete rank steps [14, Fig. 63]. LineUp similarly ranks items in a table-like structure and focuses on exposing the comparison of multiple attributes in columns connected by ribbons. Rank charts recently inspired Gap Charts that use ribbons to encode both a rank and a quantitative difference between ranked items (y-axis) over time (x-axis) [46]. For rank visualizations in large datasets, Xia et al. proposed another table-like visualization to show changing ranks (y-axis) of most viewed pages on Wikipedia. In each column (x-axis), they added a time-series glyph to observe trends in a particular month [68]. In contrast to these approaches, we wanted each column to represent a stacked bar chart to show the total value of each measure per time step. More similar to our needs is RankExplorer which applies a stream chart variant in which quantities are stacked per ranked item [56]. In our tool, we decided to use a ribbon chart (Fig. 1) to encode mining pools with stacked bars for each time point and ribbons connecting the same ranked items. This choice allowed us to show different quantitative measures as bars and their changes in rank and quantity by ribbons.

## 6.3 Stock and flow visualization

For Task T3.1, we model miners’ migration data as a flow relationship between mining pools with cross-pooling miners flowing between mining pools. Common visualization types that can encode this kind of data are Sankey and Chord Dependency diagrams.

Sankey diagrams [48, 55] show the flow of values from one stock to another as a nodes and links where their width encodes a flow value. A famous example is Minard’s map showing the number of French soldiers during Napoleon’s invasion of Russia in 1812 [47]. It encodes the flow of men in both space and time. Telly’s Stock and Flow Visualization [17] divides students into groups and tracks their high school advancement. Rosvall and Bergstrom [51] use an Alluvial diagram to show the scientific network community changing over time.

Chord dependency diagrams encode the inter-relationship among stocks in a circular form. The arcs’ length shows the node’s value, while the ribbon’s size shows the flow’s value relating two stocks. Circos [33] adopts this representation to show the similarity between genomic intervals. The work adds an outer circle in which detailed information in various forms is encoded, for example as, bar charts, time series, or customized visualizations. Among Bitcoin empirical research, Parino et al. [45] use the Circos diagram to show the total amount of Bitcoin values (flow) transfer between countries (stock). In our analysis tool, we represent flow of miners between pools (cross-pooling). The stock equivalent for us is the size of the pool. We chose the chord dependency
which extent the mining pool distribution risks being dominated by just

At the top of the tool, a time series chart serves as a historic overview (e.g., total reward, market price, mining difficulty) from a dropdown menu and switch to a log scale. The time series highlights halving days of mining statistics and a filter for the remaining views (Fig. 1 (V1)).

7 V: Time selection view

At the top of the tool, a time series chart serves as a historic overview of mining statistics and a filter for the remaining views (Fig. 1 (V1)).

Visual Encoding: The time series shows a selected network statistic measure for the entire history of Bitcoin mining. By default, the timeline shows the mining pool concentration index as an indication to which extent the mining pool distribution risks being dominated by just a few pools [60]. Analysts can select other Bitcoin statistics measures (e.g., total reward, market price, mining difficulty) from a dropdown menu and switch to a log scale. The time series highlights halving days as important events related to mining rewards.

Interaction: Analysts can filter all remaining views (V2–V6) to a specific time interval by brushing on the time axis or specifying a range with the calendar inputs. The selection will then trigger the other views to filter the information to the specified time interval.

7.2 V2: Mining distribution view

The mining distribution view (Fig. 1 (V2)) allows analysts to detect dominating mining pool, the rise and decline of mining pools, and to find characteristics that possibly lead to changes in ranking.

Visual Encoding: We chose a temporal ribbon chart that allows analysts to see both the changing rank and a quantitative metric related to each mining pool. The ribbon chart is filtered to the time period selected in V1 and users can choose among multiple statistical measures and how to group and color the pools. The chart’s multiple stacked bars sorted by rank show data aggregated and displayed by months. By default mining pools are sorted from the highest value at the top of the stack to the lowest one at the bottom per month. The same mining pool is connected across months with a ribbon to highlight its rank changing. We encode the top-10 mining pools for the selected time in distinct colors, while the remaining pools are colored in grey.

Fig. 2 shows examples of different configurations of the ribbon chart. Analysts can select the mining power measure, e.g., market share, hash rate, total reward, and transaction fees. They can also chose mining pool characteristics to display in different color hue scales, i.e., the name of the pool, its payout scheme, and location. Using the coloring mechanism, analysts can see patterns for the characteristics of the top mining pool. Furthermore, analysts can group those mining pools by the same characteristics to see if any characteristics correlate with the mining growth and domination in the market. Within each group, mining pools are sorted by the selected measure.

Interaction: Besides the measures, group-by, and color-by selectors, we provide two ways to highlight mining pools or their characteristics. First, analysts can click on the left side labels which will increase transparency of the unselected pools and consequently highlight those that fall into the selection. The selection also affects and filters the mining pools displayed on the mining pool details view (V3). Second, analysts can draw a brush on the ribbon chart to filter both mining pools and highlight a specific time range. The highlighted timeframe is also represented in views V3–V6. Finally, like in all other views, detail-on-demand is available on hover via tooltips that show the mining pool name and exact value of the selected measure for this pool.

Design Alternatives: In the early prototypes, we considered and prototyped bubble chart to show the mining power over time (Fig. 1). The economist detected the halving in rewards in July 2016 which multiple top pools dominated the market. After Apr 2015. (B) Measure: Total reward, Grouped by: Location, Color by: Location. The economist detected the halving in rewards in July 2016 when Chinese pools dominated the market. After the local peak between Dec 2017–Jan 2018, global pools overtake Chinese pools in the market.

7.3 V3: Mining pool detail view

The mining pool detail view (Fig. 1 (V3)) allows analysts to browse and curate events by editing or adding the document. BrandSediment [37] adopted a visual sedimentation [26] metaphor to separated topics (x-axis) as a dots stream (y-axis). The article also proposed different visual representation that shows the intensity of themes. As such, our work is more closely related to past work on the mining pool rankings. The Text Visualization Browser [34] surveys the text visualization domain and provides a taxonomy based on multiple aspects (e.g., analysis task, visualization task, data domain, visual encoding). Particularly relevant to our task, T1.5 works on temporal text data. The stream graph, an extension of ThemeRiver [23], is one method to encode evolving topics in large-scale documents. CiteRivers [24] is an example of past work that applied a stream graph to show the citation popularity of multiple topics over time as a stream chart. Word clouds are overlayed on the top of the stream chart to show top keywords for each topic at each time. CloudLines [32] proposed different visual representation that shows the intensity of separated topics (x-axis) as a dots stream (y-axis). The article also proposed a smoothing function to determine the dot size based on text counts over time series. In contrast to this work, we focused on the visualization of individual news items rather than topics or themes. As such, our work is more closely related to past work on the exploration of documents over time. TimeLineCurator [20] is a visual analytics system that shows a timeline of event distributions extracted from text documents. The tool provides coordinated views that allow users to browse and curate events by editing or adding the document.

Analysts can click on the left side labels which will increase transparency of the unselected pools and consequently highlight those that fall into the selection. The selection also affects and filters the mining pools displayed on the mining pool details view (V3). Second, analysts can draw a brush on the ribbon chart to filter both mining pools and highlight a specific time range. The highlighted timeframe is also represented in views V3–V6. Finally, like in all other views, detail-on-demand is available on hover via tooltips that show the mining pool name and exact value of the selected measure for this pool.

Design Alternatives: In the early prototypes, we considered and prototyped bubble chart to show the mining power over time (Fig. 1). The economist detected the halving in rewards in July 2016 which multiple top pools dominated the market. After Apr 2015. (B) Measure: Total reward, Grouped by: Location, Color by: Location. The economist detected the halving in rewards in July 2016 when Chinese pools dominated the market. After the local peak between Dec 2017–Jan 2018, global pools overtake Chinese pools in the market.
We designed the mining pool details view (Fig. 1 (V3)) to encode we opted for overlaying a line chart on the bar chart to emphasize the (Fig. 3 (A)). Additional interactions are tooltips for detail-in-demand. chart type from the economic literature. To address some problems, two different types of data and provide summary data in text form. away to focus on the display of the selected measure. Our collaborating 22, 28, 54]. We considered providing an additional bar or line chart had been critiqued, and careful design has been advised [18, above each pool’s bar chart. After some tests, we decided against it 2 as the background color (Fig. 3 (D)). It helps to see when a mining pool information about the share of the transaction fee (binary) is encoded as the dual-axis chart. The measure on the left y-axis and Color by: Location, respectively. The economists found that the AntPool market share started to decrease after its pool fee increased. F2Pool has changed the primary location three times, and its market share started to increase again after it changed to the global pool (orange).

### 7.3 V3: Mining pool details view

We designed the mining pool details view (Fig. 1 (V3)) to encode details for each mining pool in small multiple charts. The view allows analysts to look at the evolution of each mining pool in detail while also correlating it with additional pool characteristics not present in V2.

**Visual Encoding:** We use a temporal bar chart to encode aggregated (per month) mining pool measures (Fig. 3 (B)). Each bar chart is normalized to the maximum measure of each pool instead of a maximum across all pools. This helps to see the mining power of small pools more clearly. The color of each bar corresponds to the one in V2 to help cross-comparison of these two views.

In order to address T2.3, we added two additional visual encodings to the bar chart: the pool fees kept by the pool (quantitative), and whether the mining pool shares the transaction fee to its miners (nominal). Due to limited screen space we chose a dual-axis encoding instead of an additional chart and show the pool fee as a line chart (Fig. 3 (C)). As the pool fee may vary according to the payout scheme, we use different line colors for different schemes. This dual-axis allows analysts to estimate a possible correlation between pool measures and pool fees. The information about the share of the transaction fee (binary) is encoded as the background color (Fig. 3 (D)). It helps to see when a mining pool changed its policy.

**Interaction:** The charts in V3 are mostly controlled by selections made in V2 as they are meant as accompanying detail. Analysts can click the info icon for a text description of the pool’s characteristics (Fig. 3 (A)). Additional interactions are tooltips for detail-in-demand.

**Design Alternatives:** As V3 and V2 are closely related, we selected bar charts as the main encoding in V3. However, we discussed design alternatives for the dual-axis encoding extensively as these types of charts had been critiqued, and careful design has been advised [18, 22, 28, 54]. We considered providing an additional bar or line chart above each pool’s bar chart. After some tests, we decided against it due to screen-space issues and because these additional charts took away from focus on the display of the selected measure. Our collaborating economist preferred the dual-axis chart as he was familiar with this chart type from the economic literature. To address some problems, we opted for overlaying a line chart on the bar chart to emphasize the two different types of data and provide summary data in text form.

Nevertheless, we acknowledge that this chart is relatively complex but allows us to correlate mining power and pool fee directly.

### 7.4 V4: Bitcoin statistics view

Apart from measures directly related to mining pools, broader Bitcoin statistics can influence people’s behavior related to mining pools and can help to explain competition. We provide two views, V4 and V5, to help analysts find contextual information for observations made from V2 and V3: Bitcoin statistics (T1.4) and Bitcoin-related news (T1.5).

**Visual Encoding:** The Bitcoin statistics view (Fig. 4) is located in the same position as V3 reachable via a toggle bar. We encode 17 different factors each as a gray temporal area chart including Bitcoin-internal statistics such as the total number of blocks mined, the total hash rate, the median confirmation time for a block, total rewards paid out, or the total transaction fees. In addition, we calculated statistics with external data such as fees converted to USD according to the current market price or the trade volume in USD. As such, the list of Bitcoin statistics provides information about the status of the Bitcoin network. For example, the number of transactions implies the demand of users; the amount of Bitcoins in transactions means the supply of currency circulating in the market; and the average waiting time indicates the network capacity to verify transactions.

**Interaction:** The view offers details-on-demand via a tooltip.

**Design Alternatives:** We considered coloring the area chart instead of using gray but opted against it in order not to confuse the view with V2 and V3 that include an explicit color encoding. Representing the data as a line instead of area charts or bar charts would also be possible without compromising the readability of the data. Again, we opted for a slightly different chart type in order to make it visually obvious which view was currently shown.

### 7.5 V5: Bitcoin news view

News can be useful to give context for understanding historic mining behavior. Individual and groups of news articles might explain trends or patterns in the Bitcoin measures directly or might themselves have influenced miners’ and mining pools’ behavior. The Bitcoin news view (Fig. 1 (V5)) allows analysts to browse news that are potentially relevant to Bitcoin mining activities. To structure and group the relevant news in our large corpus of documents (D4), we used topic modeling and designed a swarm plot with search functionality. The dataset we collected included >30,000 postings that cannot all be displayed in one chart. We, therefore, sort the news by its importance score and show only by default the top 300 news on the plot. To preserve news distribution over time, we choose the top news in proportion to the number of news for each month.

**Visual Encoding:** We use a swarm plot to display each individual news item in a compact fashion across a timeline. It trades off accurate position across the timeline for an overlap-free layout. Each circle represents one news article and its size corresponds to the calculated
The cross-pooling view. (A) The stock and flow of miners' migration in a mining pool. This is a simplified version of our previous miners' migration flow model [62]. (B) Our visual representation of the miners' migration flows as a chord diagram and bar charts. The economist observed the high cross-pooling between F2Pool and AntPool and detect different mining pools. In contrast, the chord diagram encodes the scale of the metric for those miners who cross-pooled. We represent the average percentage of the miner's migration statistics per month (i.e., new, exit, hopping in, hopping out, cross pooling) as stacked bar charts around the outer circle. For each pool, three rows represent the percentage of miners incoming (new and hopping in), outgoing (dropout and hopping out), and cross-pooling with the mining pool, respectively.

**Interaction:** Analysts can hover over the flow or stacked bars to see the exact value. They can also change the metric from the total reward to the number of miner addresses. The total reward is a weighted average that considers the impact of large players in the pool. The measure is more robust than just the number of miners.

**Design Alternatives:** Cross-pooling is represented as a flow to highlight miners that receive a reward from multiple pools. Previous work had used glyph charts [69] to show numbers over time but does not highlight the association between pools. Due to the fluctuations of miner counts in the data [62], we chose to show aggregated data to reduce outliers. A heatmap matrix is an alternative to display the percentage of cross-pooling miners ([62, Fig. 6]) but the color coding turned out to be problematic due to the different largely varying scale of mining pools. In contrast, the chord diagram encodes the scale of mining pools as the arcs that allow analysts to see how large the mining pool is and detect significant miners’ flow between pools.

### 7.6 V6: Cross pooling view

Miners’ flows are complicated to visualize because they involve several processes: new, hop-in, cross-pooling, hop-out, and dropout miners within and across the time frame (Fig. 6 (A)). We designed the cross pooling view to represent and summarize migration patterns.

**Visual Encoding:** The cross-pooling miners during a selected time interval can be considered as a flow of miners between mining pools. Fig. 5 (B) shows the visual encoding of the view. We used a chord diagram to display a metric related to miners crossing between pools; the total amount of miners’ rewards (default) or the total number of miner addresses. The diagram shows the metric encoded as the outside arcs’ length. The flow between mining pools represents the total amount of the metric for those miners who cross-pooled. We represent the average percentage of the miner’s migration statistics per month (i.e., new, exit, hopping in, hopping out, cross pooling) as stacked bar charts around the outer circle. For each pool, three rows represent the percentage of miners incoming (new and hopping in), outgoing (dropout and hopping out), and cross-pooling with the mining pool, respectively.© 2021 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
We asked potential participants to sign up for our user study in the which questions people were trying to answer and which findings and we asked participants to think-aloud while exploring our tool for around.

The study began with a 1h online interview with each participant. Be-

The study consisted of: 1) a 1h introductory session & interview, 2) a

experience with Bitcoin mining. Six mined Bitcoin as part of a mining

they found using the tools, b) the views in the tool they used, and c)

submissions and reminded them once throughout the two week phase.

8.2.2 Free-Exploration Phase

We observed that participants were comfortable and easily interacted with the three central MiningVis views: V1 (the overall timeline), V2 (the ranking view), as well as V5 (the news view). The most frequently used view was V2, which aligns with our expectation (see Table 1). They used V5 frequently to look for explanations in the news. We found that participants often overlooked the detail provided by V3 and V4, and occasionally reminded them about those views and visual encoding details. After the session, they reported being slightly overwhelmed by the amount of information in the tool. Participants never used V6 to investigate miners’ mobility even though it might have provided information for Task 2. We found out that pool hopping was not a familiar metric that related to participants’ own work or Bitcoin usage.

After completing the tasks, participants shared their first impressions on the tool. In general, they complimented our tool and mentioned that it was the most complete tool about mining data they were familiar with. They also pointed out interactions that mismatched their first intuition but that they quickly learned how to use the tool. After the two-week free exploration we asked participants to fill the System Usability Scale. The responses showed an average score of 73.5/100 (sd: 13.3, median: 72.5) which is an above average (68) SUS score [53] but still shows room for improvement. No individual question scores were below average (on a negative to positive response scale); with the highest scores given for confidence of use and learnability. The lowest (but still positive) scores were given for ease of use. From feedback outside the survey itself, we found that in particular the unavailability of real-time mining data kept people from considering extended future use of the tool. One participant from the first interview even declined to participate in the follow-up due to a lack of real-time data.

8.2.3 Final Interview and Survey

After two weeks, we contacted all eight participants for a follow-up interview and survey. In addition to what information they found useful or missing we asked them about their thoughts on the micro-entries form as the method was just recently proposed for insight evaluation.

The survey consisted of a System Usability Scale (SUS) [15] and a variant of the ICE-T questionnaire [65]. Four participants agreed to be interviewed and five filled the survey.

8.3 Results

Next, we report our most important findings related to tool and methods.

8.3.1 Usage Patterns and Usability

During the think-aloud session in the first interview, we observed participants solve four tasks. When participants got stuck, we explained views they had not considered yet to increase familiarity with the tool. We tracked the sequence of views participants interacted with for each task and summarized the patterns in Table 2.

We observed that participants were comfortable and easily interacted with the three central MiningVis views: V1 (the overall timeline), V2 (the ranking view), as well as V5 (the news view). The most frequently used view was V2, which aligns with our expectation (see Table 1). They used V5 frequently to look for explanations in the news. We found that participants often overlooked the detail provided by V3 and V4, and occasionally reminded them about those views and visual encoding details. After the session, they reported being slightly overwhelmed by the amount of information in the tool. Participants never used V6 to investigate miners’ mobility even though it might have provided information for Task 2. We found out that pool hopping was not a familiar metric that related to participants’ own work or Bitcoin usage.

After completing the tasks, participants shared their first impressions on the tool. In general, they complimented our tool and mentioned that it was the most complete tool about mining data they were familiar with. They also pointed out interactions that mismatched their first intuition but that they quickly learned how to use the tool. After the two-week free exploration we asked participants to fill the System Usability Scale. The responses showed an average score of 73.5/100 (sd: 13.3, median: 72.5) which is an above average (68) SUS score [53] but still shows room for improvement. No individual question scores were below average (on a negative to positive response scale); with the highest scores given for confidence of use and learnability. The lowest (but still positive) scores were given for ease of use. From feedback outside the survey itself, we found that in particular the unavailability of real-time mining data kept people from considering extended future use of the tool. One participant from the first interview even declined to participate in the follow-up due to a lack of real-time data.

**Usability Improvements:** Based on feedback and observations, we improved the tool’s usability: 1) Several participants expected the highlight brush in V2 to zoom in on a specific time interval instead of

Table 2. List of tasks for participants in the first interview study and the usage patterns we have observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Usage Pattern</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Which mining pool received the most BTC in August 2019?</td>
<td>V1 → V2 (8)</td>
<td>8 quickly used V1 to zoom close to the month and then select the “Total Reward (BTC)” measure in V2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Can you explain why GHash.IO dominated the Bitcoin mining activity and then stopped its operation?</td>
<td>V2 → V1 → V2/V5/V3 (4) V2 → V5 (3) V1 → V2 → V3 (1)</td>
<td>7 detected the GHash.IO pool from V2 quickly, then selected the pool in the legend, and looked at the market share domination and decline. 4 then filtered the time to see patterns more clearly in V1. 7 searched for the news with “GHash.IO” that could explain the decline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Can you identify when top mining pools nearly dominated the market and posed a risk to the 51% attack?</td>
<td>V2 → V3 (5) V2 → V1/V5 → V3 (2) V3 (1)</td>
<td>7 searched for pools with outstanding market shares in V2 and looked for detail in V3 later. 1 looked at V3 directly 6 were satisfied with naming the pools and stopped looking for mining pool details. 1 exceptionally searched for the news about 51% attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Can you find a historical anomaly in the transaction fees? If yes, can you explain what else happened in the same period?</td>
<td>V2 → V1 → V4 (4) V2 → V4 → V4/V5 (2) V2 → V5 → V4 (2)</td>
<td>8 changed the measure to “Transaction Fee” and spotted the anomaly in V2. 4 proceeded to use V1 to zoom-in on the time with extreme transaction fees. 4 browsed the news with the “Transaction Fee” keyword before finding the Bitcoin statistics in V4 that correlated with this event.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
only highlighting pools and time intervals. We added a highlight brush and a “Focus” button on V1 to allow zooming-in on the highlighted time period. 2) Participants wanted to sort mining pools in V3. We added a dropdown that allows analysts to sort mining pools based on average, min, or max of the displayed pool measure. 3) We added a search panel in V4 to allow users to find specific Bitcoin measures.

### 8.3.2 Insights and Findings

We received 12 micro-entries from four participants. We removed four entries from our analysis: three were feature suggestions and one was a general tool review. Participants reported to log in 5.2 times on average (sd: 4.38, median: 3) within the two weeks. All but one participant mentioned to only have spent a limited amount of time with the tool during the free-exploration phase and therefore did not make deep insights. We coded each entry according to analysis factors from Sect. 3. 6 entries referred to AF1 (evolution of pools), 4 to AF2 (pool payments), and 1 to AF3 (miner decisions). Participants related V2 (6 entries) to their entries, followed by V1 (3), V3 (4), V3 (2), and V6 (1).

Overall, the eight insight-based micro-entries showed a focus on higher-level mining activity evolution rather than on a specific mining pool. Three entries mentioned periods in which mining activity had high transaction fees, a hash rate decline, or halving days. For example, one participant found high volatility in the transaction fee during the 3rd halving period in May 2020. The transaction fee was tripled in the halving month and then decreased in the next month before it turned to increase again. Surprisingly, he did not observe the same pattern during the 2nd halving period. Four other entries looked at the shift in pool characteristics (i.e., location and payout scheme) that dominated the mining ecosystem over time. One entry observed that BTC.com became the top pool in Sep. 2020. He then looked at the mining pool detail and found that BTC.com’s pool fee is 4%, which is higher than other pools. This finding is counter-intuitive to the assumption that a lower pool fee should lead to a higher market share. Exceptionally, one entry explored the news related to “exchange” services and found interesting information on how bitcoins are used to buy other cryptocurrencies.

### 8.3.3 Value of the Visualization

We evaluated the value of the implemented visualizations with an adaptation of the ICE-T questionnaire [65]. We used a scale of five to assess the tool and our methodologies. Participants rated the tool highly for usability and visualization value and we were able to make improvements based on participants’ detailed feedback. For the first time, we used the micro-entries methodology and report ideas on how to improve its utility for studying a deployed tool. In the end, we discuss the potential of applying the tool to analyze mining patterns in other related cryptocurrencies.

## 10 Conclusion

We present the MiningVis tool to analyze the Bitcoin mining pool emergence and evolution. Mining is a critical activity in cryptocurrencies that involves multiple longitudinal factors, both internal and external to the Bitcoin ecosystem. MiningVis allows analysts to relate multiple measures from complementary datasets in a multi-coordinated view. The tool helped our economical collaborator discover new findings and is currently used to develop an economic model. We conducted a user study with Bitcoin miners to study both the usability and insights obtained from the tool. By observing their usage patterns and through interviews we confirmed the design of our main views but also learned that pool hopping was less interesting to general miners than our collaborator. Participants rated the tool highly for usability and visualization value and we were able to make improvements based on participants’ detailed feedback. For the first time, we used the micro-entries methodology and report ideas on how to improve its utility for studying a deployed tool. In the end, we discuss the potential of applying the tool to analyze mining patterns in other related cryptocurrencies.
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